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FRIARS FORMAL FRIDAY NIGHT
Carnival Dance Will Feature Stan Moore And Orchestra
FRIAR BOY OFFICIAL GREETER

Stan Moore and his fifteen piece Collegiate orchestra plus a male vocalist will officially inaugurate the Holiday season at the Friars Formal this Friday night in the Harkins Hall auditorium.

Bids are on sale in the Rotunda and can also be had from any member of the Friars Club. In accordance with Campus tradition no corsages will be worn. Already ticket sales are fast approaching the maximum for this only Campus formal "which for season after season has been the outstanding social event of the year."

"This year, according to co-chairmen Joe Cassidy and Mark Burns "they went all out" to secure the best possible aggregation for the event. Considering bids from local and out-of-State bands, Stan Moore was selected because of his grand reception at last year's Monogram Dance and continuing popularity in the Campus as styled after the late Glenn Miller combo.

Harkins Hall will assume a gay Yuletide atmosphere for the occasion. The decorating committee headed by Joe Goss, promises "something delightfully different" in the way of a centerpiece along with a novel arrangement for ceiling and wall adornments.

White leather bids, bearing the College crest, will also be distributed to all guests. They are being especially printed for this occasion by the Balfour Company of Attleboro.

As an added feature Friar Boy will supply a "flying" fortune-teller. The cagey canny made his first public appearance at the last annual sale of several years. This year the ten-year-old special aged will not only act as host, but will distribute pocket-sized pictures of himself. The original is on display in the Rotunda.

ATTENTION! ALL STUDENTS
Whether or not the traditional College-sponsored Musical Comedy, which has proved so popular in past years, takes place this spring depends entirely upon you and your fellow students.

The present membership of the programs, PLAYS AND SINGERS, is too small for such an undertaking. Many new members are urgently needed.

Wanted are: (1) ACTORS; (2) SCRIPT WRITERS; (3) SINGERS; (4) DANCERS; (5) MEN WISHING TO ASSIST in any way whatever they can.

A meeting will be held tomorrow afternoon, Thursday, at 3:15 in the Old Auditorium on the third floor of Harkins Hall for students interested in learning the production of this year's Musical Comedy.

by Joe SHANLEY, '48

The other day I was walking by the cemetery to be you, the one that is in front of the "Dog House" when who should I run into but a pair of eyes imaginable. They belonged to Friar Boy, the dog of distinguished lineage from the ribs, the watch dog of the Campus, and the ball team's mascot of years gone by. The history of Friar Boy is a long and glorious one, but rough of the for now.

I asked him at it, but he didn't return the compliment. So figuring that he was an anti-social kind, I walked on about my business. But the old boy again brushed me. This time I growled. He growled back; that in itself is unusual, because Friar Boy usually keeps his temper well within bounds.

Now, it was plain to see that he had something on his mind. And it wasn't too long in coming. For on the next day the words "Friar Boy is not going to the game" floated out. "You guys are going about this football business in the wrong way," he said in the second place no one consulted him about.

Before I tell you what followed let me explain that the talking of Friar Boy cannot be considered as a personnel matter. Ordinarily, it is quite well reserved, but on occasions he has been known to speak quite elegantly. One would almost expect it considering the company he keeps. "Well," I shut back, "what should be done?"

(Finished on Page 6)
SECULARISM VERSUS CHRISTIAN MORALITY

In placing the blame for the world's postwar ills on secularism the Roman Catholic Bishops of America condemned the "secular fault" of modern man: his so-called practical exclusion of God from his thoughts and acts.

Indeed, one of the freedoms which we Americans cherish most is the freedom of conscience, of not having to conform to the rules of a government, and we would ideologically have the rest of the world share in that freedom of religion. When we interpret this freedom to mean the right to do whatever we please, to interfere with the religious worship of its subjects, our interpretation is not out of order. But, when, as far too many of us do, we arbitrarily decide that there are no religious bounds in which God and religion have no place, then we have gone too far in our interpretation.

Everything is of God as the Creator. Freedom of religion does not mean freedom from religion. It does not mean that religion is not to have a part in government, education, and family life. The authority of government is one delegated to us by God, the Source of all life. Yet modern man persists in his determination to divorce many of his acts from God and religion. "The authority of God as the One without Whom our intellects would be and would not function; and again the responsibilities of family life are delegated by God, the Source of life. Yet modern man persists in his determination to divorce many of his acts from God and religion." Thus, the determination of government officials to make up their minds on this important matter.

The staff of the COWL welcomes student comment and action on this important matter.
Woosneck Club Elects Jake Powell

John A. Powell, a Junior, now heads the Woosneck Club at the College, publicity director Leo F. McWesney, "Chairman" and "Players." Also elected at a recent meeting of that organization were Paul F. Joyce, a Sophomore—"vice-president," Paul J. Doan, another Sophomore—"secretary," and Joseph E. O'Keeffe, Junior—"treasurer.

Mr. Powell has appointed a special committee to draw up a constitution by which all future meetings of the club will be conducted. Also under way is a plan for a club-sponsored dance to be held in the city during the Christmas vacation.

Students residing in Woosneck and its immediate vicinity are cordially invited to join the Woosneck Club.

ALEMIEC Deadline

December 15th has been set as the deadline for the submission of material for the January issue of the ALEMIEC, College literary publication, according to an announcement by M. R. Knickerbocker, Jr., Editor. Those who planned to contribute but have not yet submitted their material should now do so.

The preceding should assure you that the Carollan Club is active and will be in the process of being aroused which will shortly be presented.

Fr. Slavin Addresses Assembly At R.I.C.E.

"The soul of education is the education of the soul." The Very Rev. Fr. Slavin addresses the student body during the Christmas vacation. Students residing in Woosneck and its immediate vicinity are cordially invited to join the Woosneck Club.

Crazzy Vocabulary

DORM... DIARY

By DAN DIGELLO

Just to be different let us devote a good part of our column to the dorm, in general—the Carolan Club. Men in particular have always been of interest to over-weight and French critics. Let us try to please a bit like. Along with this, club banners should be seen what strides have been made in the right direction, but looking at the same (one of these days). . . .

Well-well!

Laissez-faire

In a Word—Hands off!!

By EDWARD LEONARD '51

SHUCKS!!

Liaison

A connecting link

SYNONYM

A word meaning the same thing as another!!

BOOKS ON REVIEW

By ROBERT DROBERT, JR.


Not too long ago this book was heralded by a full page advertisement in the New York Times Book Review—and for a short while it ranked among the ten best sellers. Having just finished the novel, I can understand the author's appeal, but...—for trappers and Indian trappers of the 1880's. But, whatever their men might have been, however black their environment might also have been, true literature does not warrant the insinuating and predan- minor characters...—and for a short while it ranked among the ten best sellers. Having just finished the novel, I can understand the author's appeal, but...—for trappers and Indian trappers of the 1880's. But, whatever their men might have been, however black their environment might also have been, true literature does not warrant the insinuating and predan- minor characters...—and for a short while it ranked among the ten best sellers. Having just finished the novel, I can understand the author's appeal, but...—for trappers and Indian trappers of the 1880's. But, whatever their men might have been, however black their environment might also have been, true literature does not warrant the insinuating and predan- minor characters...—and for a short while it ranked among the ten best sellers. Having just finished the novel, I can understand the author's appeal, but...—for trappers and Indian trappers of the 1880's. But, whatever their men might have been, however black their environment might also have been, true literature does not warrant the insinuating and predan-
140 Couples Attend Senior Turkey Trot

Over one hundred and forty couples attended the Turkey Trot Dance held on Saturday night, November 22nd. Tommy Mazo and his ten-piece orchestra provided the music for the event, sponsored for the benefit of the college yearbook, the Veritas.

Free cokes were made available to all the guests. At intermission a community sing was led by Father Clark, moderator of the Veritas. The highlight of the evening was the awarding of the door prize, a turkey, announced by George Madden, chairman of the dance committee.

Mario Izzo, a senior, was the awarding of the door prize, a turkey, and was assisted by George Madden, chairman of the dance committee. Mario, of the door prize, a turkey, and assisted by George Madden, chairman of the dance committee.

The Turkey Winner At Veritas Dance

OVER ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY COUPLES ATTENDED TURKEY TROT DANCE HELD ON SATURDAY NIGHT, NOVEMBER 22ND. TOMMY MAZO AND HIS TEN-PIECE ORCHESTRA PROVIDED THE MUSIC FOR THE EVENT, SPONSORED FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE COLLEGE YEARBOOK, THE VERITAS.

FREE COKES WERE MADE AVAILABLE TO ALL THE GUESTS. AT INTERMISSION A COMMUNITY SING WAS LED BY FATHER CLARK, MODERATOR OF THE VERITAS. THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE EVENING WAS THE AWARDING OF THE DOOR PRIZE, A TURKEY, ANNOUNCED BY GEORGE MADDEN, CHAIRMAN OF THE DANCE COMMITTEE.

MARIO IZZO, A SENIOR, WAS THE AWARDING OF THE DOOR PRIZE, A TURKEY, AND WAS ASSISTED BY GEORGE MADDEN, CHAIRMAN OF THE DANCE COMMITTEE.

"MY HOW THE TIME GOES BY..."

when you're listening to HAL MCINTYRE'S newest (MG M) record

ONE OF THE GROOVIEST CRICKETERS ON THE MGM RECORD ROSTER IS HAL MCINTYRE. LIKE SO MANY OTHER TOP-NOTCH PERFORMERS, HAL IS A CAMIEL FAN FROM 'WAY BACK. HE PREFERS CAMIELS BECAUSE: "CAMIELS SUIT ME BEST ALL WAYS!"

FOR THE SAME REASON—MORE PEOPLE ARE SMOKING CAMIELS THAN EVER BEFORE! A GREAT NEW RECORD FOR A LONG-TIME FAVORITE.

TRY CAMIELS. DISCOVER FOR YOURSELF WHY, WITH SMOCKERS WHO HAVE TRIED AND COMPARED, CAMIELS ARE THE "CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE."


BASKETBALL RALLY TONIGHT BONFIRE, DANCE AND AWARDS

An added feature of the night's activities will be the presentation of awards to the intramural football champion. The Rams, winners of the title, will receive the awards from Larry Drew, who in addition to his duties as basketball mentor, also conducted the intramural league during the past season. After the presentation, dancing will follow until 11:30.

The program appears to be a great one. Much time and work has been expended on the part of Coughlin and his cheerleaders. It is hoped that the student body will turn out en masse for the occasion; not only in appreciation for those whose efforts have made the rally a realization, but also to show the members of the basketball team and the coaching staff that the school is solidly behind them in their quest of a victory-studded season.

"Nothing suits me like a CAMEL. I've smoked them for years!"

And here's another great record—

MORE PEOPLE ARE SMOKING CAMELS THAN EVER BEFORE!
In Action At City Gym Saturday

By VIN CINQIAERNA, '48

St. Raphaels Academy has produced many a brilliant and outstanding star, and in turn has contributed this star to some college. Providence College's gift from the Academy was "Cy" Killian, ex-backfield and basketball luminary who is rapidly making a great name for himself in PC athletics. As a Freshman last year, his speed on the court, his torrid brand of ball, and his complete mastery of the all-important backcourt made him "the player to be watched". He gives you the impression of being a veritable "jumping jack" in the back court. If you know anything about basketball, you will realize what an inspiring sight it is to watch a man who can control a rebound, and this boy can do a great job of it and cope with the best of them. By the time he becomes a senior, he will undoubtedly go down in PC annals as one of the college's great athletes. Come the fall, we shall see him strut his stuff against Assumption College. "We shall see." "Now, not to sell any of the other high school kids short in regard to their fine athletes, Lafayette, too, has given us something to be proud of. Charlie, you remember, a little athlete" hails from Smith Hill, Rhode Island. Charlie certainly has established himself as a sharpshooter, and in turn has contributed this star to every PC many a good contender. As a matter of fact, one of the college's great "little athletes" hail's from Smith Hill and is none other than Charlie Killian. As a Freshman, Charlie quickly over-shadowed the best of them. He is usually some gigantic six-footer who plays a nice steady game, and in turn has contributed this star to every PC many a good contender. As a matter of fact, one of the college's great "little athletes" hail's from Smith Hill and is none other than Charlie Killian. As a Freshman, Charlie quickly over-shadowed the best of them. He is usually some gigantic six-footer who plays a nice steady game, and in turn has contributed this star to every PC many a good contender. As a matter of fact, one of the college's great "little athletes" hail's from Smith Hill and is none other than Charlie Killian. As a Freshman, Charlie quickly over-shadowed the best of them. He is usually some gigantic six-footer who plays a nice steady game, and in turn has contributed this star to every PC many a good contender. As a matter of fact, one of the college's great "little athletes" hail's from Smith Hill and is none other than Charlie Killian. As a Freshman, Charlie quickly over-shadowed the best of them. He is usually some gigantic six-footer who plays a nice steady game.
Eighty Students Required To Form National Guard Unit

There is planned at the present time a Field Artillery Battery of the National Guard of the United States for Providence College. It will consist of 80 students and graduates. All its officers and non-commissioned officers will be Providence College students and graduates.

Students who are members of this battery for periods ranging from one to three years and who complete the prescribed academic course of the Artillery School (by correspondence) will be eligible, upon graduation, for commissions as Second Lieutenants in the Field Artillery Reserve of the Army of the United States.

Providence College students. All required to form this group.

Bishop Keough

(Continued from Page 1)

established it in new quarters, on Park Street, as a clearing house of all diocesan charities. He improved and modernized Tower Hill House, free summer vacation home for under-privileged children near the ocean in Wakefield. He modernized the St. Francis Orphan Asylum in Woonsocket and the Home for Aged in Pawtucket.

During the first decade of his episcopacy, the leader of the Diocese of Providence rose steadily in esteem and influence among the members of the Catholic Hierarchy in America. In 1933 he was named honorary president of the editorial Board of the Pro Purus Book Club national organization for fostering good reading habits in children. In 1936 he was appointed to a committee, headed by the late Patrick Cardinal Hayes of New York, which had supervision of the work of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith in the United States. The same year he was named by the Pope as one of the directors of the Catholic Near East Welfare Association.

Catholic University Trustee

He was elected to membership on the Board of Trustees of Catholic University of America in 1943. He is a member of the Episcopal Committee on Motion Pictures and a staunch supporter of the National Catholic Welfare Conference, through which the Episcopal Committee wages its continuous fight against abuses in stage and screen productions. Another honor which came to him in 1943 was his appointment as one of the Bishops in charge of the Education Department of the National Catholic Welfare Conference, succeeding the late Bishop John B. Peterson of Manchester, N. H.

Freshmen—

(Continued from Page 3)

Ed Mooney. Bill Higgins and Bill Aberne.

Larry DePablo, a sharp-shooting forward from New Haven, Conn., was a member of Hillhouse New England championship teams of '44 and '46, and was, in '46, a co-captain of Hillhouse's state championship team. Sam Nisell, a tall, sturdy, teamwork ballplayer, performed for St. Mary's in Newport, has plenty of basketball under his belt. He is a good shot and a fine passer.

Jim Powers and Bill Aherne. and Bill Aherne and Bill Higgins. a center and floor leader from his home, is a good maker and Powers has deception and ability. Jim Powers and Bill Aherne played for St. Mary's in Newport, has plenty of basketball under his belt. He is a good shot and a fine passer.

Ed Mooney received his foundation in basketball in Attleboro, Mass., and was, in '46, a co-captain of Hillhouse's state championship team. Sam Nisell, a tall, sturdy, teammember ballplayer, performed for St. Mary's in Newport. He is a good shot and a fine passer.

Jim Powers and Bill Aherne played for St. Mary's in Newport, has plenty of basketball under his belt. He is a good shot and a fine passer.

Back—Robert Chappius—Michigan

End—William Swiacki—Columbia

Back—Doak Walker—S.M.U.

Guard—William Fischer—Notre Dame

Center—Richard Scott—Navy

Corner—George Connor—Notre Dame

Tackle—John Ferraro—So. Calif.

Back—Raymond Evans—Kansas.

End—Charles Chapman—Michigan

Guard—Douglas Walter—M.V.

Back—John Lujack—Notre Dame.